Families of children with special needs often seek help from medical and other kinds of specialists. Here are suggestions on finding and communicating with these professionals.

“Trust your gut,” when looking for a specialist for your child, says Dr. Harry Gewanter of Richmond Pediatric Associates, a spokesperson for the American Academy of Pediatrics (www.aap.org). “No one makes the big decisions in life based on logic,” he jokes. “Logic gets you to a certain point, but then it’s something else that tells you if it feels right or not.”

What feels right? One of the most important things is to make sure the specialist sees your child as a child and not a diagnosis, Gewanter suggests. Another crucial step is the interview process. You’re buying a service and you shouldn’t put up with inadequate care, he says. Finally, you and your family should be comfortable with a specialist’s style and approach.

An immeasurable part of excellent care involves keeping communications steady and open. “Parents should look for specialists who welcome their input,” advises Beverly Duvall-Riley, MS, OTR, vice president of program services for Easter Seals of D.C. Maryland (www.easter-seals.org). “It is very important for parents of children with special needs to remember that it takes a team to address the child’s needs and the parent is a very integral part of the team,” she says. “Parents are the experts in knowing the patterns and behaviors of their child and it is important that they share with confidence their perspective. Often specialists only see a ‘snap shot’ of the child and it is crucial for parents to give their input to give a full picture.”

For some specific advice on finding and keeping exceptional specialists for exceptional children, CSC spoke with Judith Loseff Lavin, author of Special Kids Need Special Parents (www.parentingchallenges.com). Here’s what she had to say:

CSC: When parents are interviewing specialists for their child with special needs, what questions should they ask?

Lavin: It’s a good idea to find out about the anesthesiologist as well as how he or she will anesthetize your child. Understand the procedures. What will they do to him or her, have they done it before and in general, what’s involved? If there’s an anesthesiologist that you like, don’t be afraid to ask the doctor if he or she can use that person.

If it’s a type of therapy, you want to know if the therapist has treated what your child has. Again, how many times they’ve dealt with the situation or condition. You want to know their success rates and how they treat the child. You can also go on your doctor’s recommendation.

A good general rule is to get recommendations from either a professional you trust or friends or family. You can also ask for recommendations from the support group for your child’s condition, that is, if your child has a condition. You want to make sure they know how to handle the situation you have.

CSC: Who/Where are the best sources for referrals?

Lavin: Again, it depends on what kind of a referral you need. You can use friends or family as referrals in almost all situations. In addition, if it’s a psychotherapist or support group, you can ask your physician or the school, too. Even if your child isn’t enrolled in your public school, public schools districts are great references for psychological support, and often for specialists, like speech therapists. If it’s a physical or occupational therapist, you can get a referral from your doctor. If you need a physician, you can ask your doctor for a referral, too. And, the support groups for your child’s condition can usually refer you to a specialist that’s got a good reputation.

CSC: What happens if your child’s pediatrician and the specialist—be it a psychologist, occupational therapist, or respiratory therapist—disagree on treatment?

Lavin: You should get at least one other opinion. You can also go with your gut reaction—what you think the problem is. We often get conflicting ideas when it comes to medicine.
Medicine is an art, so there’s room for differences in opinions and treatment plans. Sometimes it takes a long time to sift through all of the opinions and try different approaches until you get to the right answer for your child. Medical issues can be hard to diagnose and hard to treat. It can take time to rule out possibilities. It’s a process.

**CSC:** How can you make it easier for these professionals to work as a team?

**Lavin:** One way is to keep open communication. Talk to the people you are working with and explain the situation. Usually, people who go into service professions, like doctors and nurses, want to help. Even though there’s a lot of frustration in the process and some people can’t sit with the unknown, remember that most of these people want to help. I think you can call your professionals together for a meeting and come prepared with written notes. People also can communicate with each other by phone. There are all sorts of ways of getting people to work with each other. The key is to remember that you are there to educate your team about your child’s needs and to listen to what they have to say. You’re there to solve problems. Blowing up at the people who are trying to help you doesn’t help. Realize that there’s a lot of frustration with special needs which leads to anger that flies all over the place: to the parents, the teachers, the child, the doctors, the nurses, whoever is dealing with the situation. It’s just part of special needs. You have to keep your cool. You’re all trying to solve a difficult problem.

If you have trouble staying calm during a meeting, it’s always helpful to bring an advocate to the meeting. That person can be a therapist you use, a friend, a family member...just someone who understands your situation and can listen objectively to what’s being said. Having an advocate is particularly important if you come from another country or speak a language other than English. It really helps to have someone by your side.

When looking for a specialist for your child, it’s important to do your homework. Ask friends for references, interview potential doctors, and always listen to your instincts.
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